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Release Notes

PrivateGSM Android - All editions - Version 10.6.2467

 

New Features

* [PGDR-221] - Test network protocols versus SIP server

Improvements

* [PGDR-224] - Accepting incoming calls, briefly show main idle activity
* [PGDR-258] - Initial wizard completes on license screen. Add button DONE to close wizard and move to main screen
* [PGDR-260] - Add random data to UDP connection tester in order to avoid firewall protection against udp flood
* [PGDR-267] - Add single UDP packet timeout. If a single packet lost, continue the test but show a "Failed test" screen
* [PGDR-270] - Enable, by default, obfuscation in all editions
* [PGDR-272] - Enable by default logging on clients

 

Fixed Bugs

* [PGDR-148] - Music does not stop when dialing a secure call from the device
* [PGDR-225] - Elapsed time is slower than realtime and shorter that actual call duration
* [PGDR-232] - During a call, call timer display wrong duration
* [PGDR-235] - Date format in recent log is not localized
* [PGDR-239] - License status switch to unknown for a while on network change
* [PGDR-240] - Reconnection toast is shown application is not on screen
* [PGDR-241] - Log rolling create infinte empty log file
* [PGDR-244] - License expired popup loop
* [PGDR-251] - [MOTOROLA DEFY] During a call, touch screen is disabled, even if phone is far from head
* [PGDR-253] - [SAMSUNG ACE] Ringtone doesn't play
* [PGDR-254] - Crash while in background on network reconnection
* [PGDR-257] - [HTC Devices] bad call quality on wifi network
* [PGDR-259] - Starting a call during entropy collection hangs-up Audio Subsystem
* [PGDR-266] - If SelfRegistration fails, incomprehensible message error is showed to the user
* [PGDR-274] - The Back button doesn't work during Activation Wizard

Known Issues

* [PGDR-230] - PrivateGSM does not enlist contacts contained in SIM card

 

PrivateGSM Android - OEM editions - Version 10.6.2467

 

New Features

* [PGDR-228] - Encrypt logs before sending via email
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